
Upgrading video conferencing rooms 
to create better user experiences

When a global financial services  client wanted to upgrade their team’s video conferencing tools, 

Actis worked closely with their teams to build a customised solution that improved several 

aspects of the VC rooms to allow smoother meeting flow

re-imagining  video conferencingre-imagining  video conferencing



The Challenge
Our client in this project is a global corporate banking institution with a presence of over 100+ years in India. 

It offers a wide range of financial services including covering corporate and institutional banking, wealth 

management, asset management, insurance and retail banking.

The client’s team was dissatisfied with the video conferencing experience in their existing VC rooms 
and wanted to upgrade them with the latest AV and collaboration technologies.

While designing the solution Actis team addressed several aspects including improving visibility of content for 

all participants, enhancing speech clarity during video calls and improving ease-of-use with control and 
automation features. 



Actis was approached by the client organisation to help create a variety of meeting and 

collaboration spaces across offices in Mumbai and Chennai. They wanted to have a large number 

of rooms with basic meeting tools for their teams to use, which were to be mostly small Huddle 

Rooms (usually 4 to 6 pax) or Mid-sized Meeting Rooms (mostly 8 to 12 seater rooms). They 

also commissioned larger 17-seat VC Rooms for senior executives, with more advanced 

collaboration equipment. Training was another important priority which was identified, and we 

were asked to help create a divisible 42-seater Training Room. These would be converted into 

smaller (21-seater) training rooms by using a movable partition.

Mostly the client wanted to keep the equipment simple — in-terms of implementation, 
maintenance and also for the users of the rooms themselves. They also wanted to keep the costs 
of the rooms low.

We looked at the Huddle Rooms (4 to 6 seater) as the most basic meeting spaces, and these have 
been equipped with just 55” flat screen displays, cable cubbies for connectivity and HDMI 
switchers.

The Solution

12-seater Mid-Sized Meeting Room with Cisco VC system

This keeps the equipment really basic, but meets the needs of most meetings. Soft VC can be used for 

video calls from these spaces. 

The Mid-sized Meeting Rooms (8 to 12 seater spaces) featured a display and cable cubby as well as 

wireless presenting for smoother connectivity for the meeting participants. The video conference 

experience is also upgraded in these rooms with the Cisco Webex Room Kit, which is a hardware 

codec based VC system which also features in-built microphones and speakers.

For the 17-seat Executive VC Rooms, we took a closer look at every stage of the interactions that 

users have with the room to help create a smoother meeting flow. This led to multi-faceted 

benefits…

- Better scheduling: The room scheduling is an important element of meeting workflow in most 
organisations, so we integrated the room with Office 365 so users can check availability and block 
the room for upcoming meetings via calendars. Anyone who walks in can check the room status 
(busy/free) too.

17-seat VC Room: Large 65” Display for VC Calls



- Better visibility: Since content visibility was one of the primary concerns for client teams, we 
decided to address this in multiple ways. First room lighting fixtures were upgraded to ensure 
lighting levels of 500 lux on the participants. The primary display is a Samsung 65” flat screen unit 

which is used for VC with the Cisco Room Kit Plus. A larger secondary 110” screen at the back of 

the room, has images generated by a 5,000 lumen, WUXGA resolution laser projector. This allows 

teams to share data with greater detail and ensures clear visibility for every participant.

- Better speech clarity: In order to ensure that the audio in the room keeps up with the video 
quality, we incorporated a DSP (digital signal processor) which helps tune the VC system audio for 

HD sound. Table microphones also ensure that each of the 17 occupants in the room is clearly 

audible during all calls.

- Better connectivity: Wireless presenting simplified connectivity for presenters and cable 
cubbies are installed in the table. An all-digital Networked AV system provides flawless signal 
management.

Better Ease-of-use: Making the room and technologies easier to manage was the final step to 

improving the room experience. All VC calls as well as room elements like lighting, HVAC and AV 
are controlled via an IP based Integrated Control System, with an iPad as the one-touch interface.

The 42-seat Divisible Training Room featured more advanced collaboration tools — 

microphones, program audio and a speaker system were integrated for better speech clarity and 

interactions between trainers and trainees. A partition door divides the space into 2x21-seater 

rooms when required. 

We’ve used Networked AV for smoother signal distribution and a Control System with a button 

panel for simpler management of all the equipment in the room. Two 4,000 lumen ultra-short 

throw laser WUXGA projectors and 92-inch screens work as the large displays for each of the 

divided rooms.

The Solution

Touch-based access to all room equipment via 

control system

42-seat Training Room divides into 2x21-seater rooms



Video conference room — 17 seater space for video collaboration

Cisco Room 70 All-in-One 
video collaboration solution

All digital Networked AV 
system enables flawless AV 
signal routing

DSP and table array 
microphones help improve 

audio clarity considerably

Upgraded room lighting for 
enhanced participant visibility



Huddle Room — Simple meeting setup with display and connectivity

55” Flat Screen Display

Cable cubbies for connectivity 
and HDMI switchers



VC room — Dual Display + Projector for excellent content and participant visibility

Large 120” 4K displays for 
better content (esp. text) 
visibility

iPad based interface for
Crestron Control system

5,000 Lumen WUXGA
Projector in Motorised Lift

Ceiling Speakers

Convenient in-table connectivity
interfaces + wireless presentation



55” Dual Flat Screen Displays 

AV & Power Cable Cubbies

Cisco Webex Room Kit

Touchscreen for VC Calling

12-seater Meeting Room — Wireless presentation for greater convenience 



4,000 Lumen Ultra-Short 
Throw Laser WUXGA
Projectors 

Operable Partitions

Intelligent Lighting

Ceiling Speaker

Training Room — 41 seater room divides into 2 x 21-seat rooms

92-inch screens work as the large displays
for each of the divided rooms.



The Result

The various types of rooms created have provided great flexibility to the organisation. Ease of communication and 

increased access to collaboration tools has improved the meeting and training experience for the client teams. 

Getting meetings going is simpler than ever before, with convenient connectivity and comprehensive touch-based 

controls available for every aspect of the rooms function. The most significant aspect of improvement however is the 

improvement in the audio and video experience during remote calls, which leads to more natural and smooth 

interactions during meetings. Many of the small delays and interruptions which tend to disrupt meeting flow have 

been eliminated as a result of the redesign.
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